The following Final-Omitted Regulation includes
58 Pa. Code Chapters 601a, 603a, 605a, and 613a in
the Annex.
It does not include the Chapters deleting Table
Games:
Chapters 617a, 619a, 621a, 623a, 625a, 627a, 629a,
631a, 633a, 635a, 637a, 639a, 641a, 643a, 645a,
647a, 649a, 651a, 653a, 655a, 657a, 659a, 661a,
663a, 665a, 668a, 669a, 670a, 671a, 672a, 673a,
674a, 675a, 676a, 677a, 678a, 679a, 680a, 681a,
682a, 683a, 684a, 685a, 686a, 687a, 688a
A link to the entire Annex with all of the Chapters
can be found in the Regulation #3247 webpage’s tan
Notes Section.

REVISED 12/16

INDEPENDENTREGULATORY
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(All Commet submied on thft regulation will appear on IRRC’s websfte)

NOV 2 1 2Q19

(1)Agency
Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

(2) Agency Number: 125
IRRC Number:

Identification Number: 228
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(3) PA Code Cite:58 Pa.Code § 601a, 603a, 605a, 613a, 617a, 6l9a, 621a, 623a. 625a, 627a. 62%, 631a,
633a, 635a, 637a, 639a, 641a. 643a, 645a, 647a, 649a. 65 Ia, 653a, 655a. 657a, 659a, 661a. 663a, 665a,
668a, 669a, 670a. 671a, 672a, 673a, 674a. 675a. 676a, 677a. 678a. 679a, 680a. 68 Ia, 682a, 683a. 684a.
685a, 686a, 687a, 688a

(4) Short Title:
General Table Games Provisions; Table Game Equipment; Electronic Table Games; Gaming Related
Gaming Sen’ice Providers; Table Game Rules of Play
(5) Agency Contacts (List Telephone Number and Email Address):
Primary Contact:
Chad W. Zimmennann
Assistant Chief Counsel
Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board
P.O. Box 69060
Harrisburg, PA 1710 1-8323
Phone: (717) 265-8356/Fax: (717) 703-2988
Email: cwzimmermapa.gov
Secondary Contact:
(6) Type of Rulemaking (check applicable box):

D Proposed Regulation
D Final Regulation

Final Omitted Regulation

E Emergency Certification Regulation;
D Certification by the Governor

Certification by the Attorney General

(7) Briefly explain the regulation in clear and nontechnical language. (100 words or less)
This Final-Omitted rulemaking will make changes to the Board’s policies and procedures for the
approval of table games rules of play and wagering for new games and new features of existing games.
These new policies and procedures will allow more flexibility to make changes to existing games and
streamline the process for new games to be offered in licensed facilities in the Commonwealth.

(8) State the statutory authority for the regulation. Include specific statutory citation.
The Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board’s general authority in 4 Pa.C.S. § 1202(b)(30) (relating to
general and specific powers) and the specific authority in 4 Pa.C.S. § 13A02(1) and (2).
(9) Is the regulation mandated by any federal or state law or court order, or federal regulation? Are there
any relevant state or federal court decisions? If yes, cite the specific law, case or regulation as well as,
any deadlines for action.
There are no other applicable federal or state statutes, regulations or court decisions that mandate
adoption of this rulemaking.
(10) State why the regulation is needed. Explain the compelling public interest that justifies the
regulation. Describe who will benefit from the regulation. Quantift the benefits as completely as
possible and approximate the number of people who will benefit.
This Final-Omitted Regulation amends the policies and procedures of the Board regarding the approval
of Table Games in the Commonwealth and the adoption of the specifIc rules of play and wagering for
each game. Previously, after each game was approved by the Executive Director, the rules were drafted
into regulations by a member of the Office of Chief Counsel, and each games’ rules had to go through
the regulatory’ process. This has become increasingly burdensome, as not only are new games created
regularly by manufacturers, new features or changes to existing games are often created. Due to the
rules being subject to the regulatory process, there is no flexibility to efficiently and quickly implement
the changes. The new policies and procedures in this Final-Omitted Regulation will allow casinos in the
Commonwealth to offer the newest games and new features or changes to existing games in a more
expedient fashion.
(11) Are there any provisions that are more stringent than federal standards? If yes, identi’ the specific
provisions and the compelling Pennsylvania interest that demands stronger regulations.
There are no conesponding federal standards for any of these provisions in this rulemaking
(12) How does this regulation compare with those of the other states? How will this affect
Pennsylvania’s ability to compete ith other states?
This Final-Omitted Regulation will get the newest games and new features or changes to existing games
into casinos in the Commonwealth in a more expedient fashion, allowing patrons the ability to play
games that maybe already offered in other states.
(13) Will the regulation affect any other regulations of the promulgating agency or other state agencies?
If yes, explain and provide specific citations.
This regulation will not affect any other regulations of the PGCB nor any other state agency.
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(14) Describe the communications with and solicitation of input from the public, any advisory
council/group, small businesses and groups representing small businesses in the development and
drafting of the regulation. List the specific persons and/or groups who were involved. (“Small business”
is defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012.)
No other persons or groups were involved in the development and drafting of the regulation.
(15) Identify the types and number of persons, businesses, small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012) and organizations which will be affected by the regulation.
How are they affected?
There are currently thirteen slot machine licensees that have a certificate to operate slot machines and
table games, all of which will be affected by the regulation in a positive manner in that they will have
quicker access to the newest games or new features or changes to existing games Casinos that operate in
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania are not small businesses as defined in the United States Small
Business Administration’s Small Business Size Regulations, under 13 C.F.R. Ch. 1 Part 121.
(16) List the persons, groups or entities, including small businesses, that will be required to comply with
the regulation. Approximate the number that will be required to comply.
Any of the thirteen slot machine licensees that would like to offer the games contained in this
rulemaking will be required to comply with the requirements of the rulemaking. My manufacturer
wishing to have a new game or new feature or change to an existing game approved by the Board will be
required to comply with the rulemaking.

(17) Identify the financial, economic and social impact of the regulation on individuals, small
businesses, businesses and labor communities and other public and private organizations. Evaluate the
benefits expected as a result of the regulation.
It is not anticipated that this rulemaking will have a negative financial or economic impact on the
regulated community. Slot machine licensees will be impacted by this rulemaking as they will have the
ability to more expediently offer the newest games or new features or changes to existing games, and the
manufacturers of these games will have their products in casinos faster.
(18) Explain how the benefits of the regulation outweigh any cost and adverse effects.
It is not anticipated that this Final-Omitted regulation will create any cost or adverse effects. The table
games approval process will be handled by current Board staff. The table games rules no longer being
put into regulatory form will also decrease workload of other Commonwealth agencies tasked with
review and approval of such materials.
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(19) Provide a specific estimate of the costs andlor savings to the regulated community associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.
Certificate holders that decide to offer table games in the Commonwealth will be required to submit
rules submission forms and irnemal controls to reflect any addition. The rules forms are simple
checklists that take little time to complete, are available to the operators electronically on the Board’s
website at the following link:
http: //gamingcontrolboard.pa.gov/?p=187

These forms are also submitted to agency staff electronically. An example of a Rules Submission form
is included. Any costs incurred to purchase equipment and train employees should be offset by the
proceeds of gaming. The process for manufacturers to submit their new games or features or changes for
existing games for approval by the Board remains the same.
It is not anticipated that there will be any substantive costs associated with this rulemaking.
(20) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the local governments associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.
This rulemaking will have no fiscal impact on local governments. Host municipalities and counties will
benefit from the local share ifinding that is mandated by the Pennsylvania Race Horse Development and
Gaming Act of 2004, as amended.
(21) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the state government associated with the
implementation of the regulation, including any legal, accounting, or consulting procedures which may
be required. Explain how the dollar estimates were derived.
The Board does not expect that the requirements of this rulemaking will have any fiscal impact on the
Board or any other Commonwealth agency. Internal control procedures and table games rules
submission forms will be reviewed by existing Board Staff.
(22) For each of the groups and entities identified in items (1 9)-(21) above, submit a statement of legal,
accounting or consulting procedures and additional reporting, recordkeeping or other paperwork,
including copies of forms or reports, which will be required for implementation of the regulation and an
explanation of measures which have been taken to minimize these requirements.
As stated above, if an operator would like to offer table games, the operator will have to submit updated
internal controls, rules submission forms, layout schematics, etc. for approval. The rules submission
forms are straightfonvard checklists and are submitted electronically.
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(22a) Are forms required for implementation of the regulation?
Yes, operators ivill be required td electronically submit a rules submission form for approval before
offering the table game. An example of a rules submission form is provided.
(22b) If forms are required for implementation of the regulation, attach copies of the forms here. If
your agency uses electronic forms, provide links to each form or a detailed description of the information
required to be reported. Failure to attach forms, provide links, or provide a detailed description of
the information to be reported will constitute a faulty delivery of the regulation.
An example of a rules submission form is provided

(23) In the table below, provide an estimate of the fiscal savings and costs associated with
implementation and compliance for the regulated community, local government, and state government
for the current year and five subsequent years.
FY +5
FY +4
FY +3
FY +2
FY +1
Current FY
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
S
$
$
$
$
SAVINGS:
$
Regulated Community

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Local Government

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

State Government

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total Savings

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Regulated Community

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Local Government

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

State Government

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total Costs

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

NJA

N/A

Regulated Community

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Local Government

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

State Government

N•A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total Revenue Losses

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

COSTS:

REVENUE LOSSES:

(23a) Provide the past three-year expenditure history for programs affected by the regulation.
Current FY
FY -1
FY -2
FY -3
Program
2019/2020
$46,067,000
$46,153,000
$41,665,000
$40,169,000
PGCB Overall
.

.

Budget

(24) For any regulation that may have an adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), provide an economic impact statement that includes the
following:
(a) An identification and estimate of the number of small businesses subject to the regulation.
The thirteen slot machine licensees that operate in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania will be
impacted by this rulemaking; however, in accordance with the United States Small Business
Administration’s Small Business Size Regulations, under 13 CFR Ch. 1 Part 121, none of the
casinos quali as a small business.
(b) The projected reporting, recordkeeping and other administrative costs required for compliance
with the proposed regulation, including the type of professional skills necessary’ for preparation
of the report or record.
As all rules submission forms are simple to complete and are submitted to the PGCB
electronically, it is not anticipated that there will be any significant reporting, recordkeeping or
other administrative costs associated with this regulation.
(c) A statement of probable effect on impacted small businesses.
As stated above, none of the thirteen operational slot machine licensees are small businesses.
(d) A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of
the proposed regulation.
Not applicable.
(25) List any special provisions which have been developed to meet the particular needs of affected

groups or persons including, but not limited to, minorities, the elderly, small businesses, and farmers.
No special provisions have been added.
(26) Include a description of any alternative regulatory provisions which have been considered and
rejected and a statement that the least burdensome acceptable alternative has been selected.
No alternative regulatory approaches were considered.

(27) In conducting a regulatory flexibility analysis, explain whether regulatory methods were considered
that will minimize any adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory
Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), including:
a) The establishment of less stringent compliance or reporting requirements for small businesses;
b) The establishment of less stringent schedules or deadlines for compliance or reporting
requirements for small businesses;
c) The consolidation or simplification of compliance or reporting requirements for small
6

businesses;
d) The establishment of performance standards for small businesses to replace design or operational
standards required in the regulation; and
e) The exemption of small businesses from all or any part of the requirements contained in the
regulation.
The thirteen slot machine licensees that operate in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania will be impacted
by this rulemaking; however, in accordance with the United States Small Business Administration’s
Small Business Size Regulations, under 13 CFR Ch. 1 Part 121, none of the casinos qualil’ as a small
business.
As it pertains to manufacturers, should one be designated as a small business, there is no impact as their
procedure for approval of the games by the Board remains the same.
(28) if data is the basis for this regulation, please provide a description of the data, explain in detail how
the data was obtained, and how it meets the acceptability standard for empirical. replicable and testable
data that is supported by documentation, statistics, reports, studies or research. Please submit data or
supporting materials with the regulatory package. If the material exceeds 50 pages, please provide it in a
searchable electronic format or provide a list of citations and internet links that, where possible, can be
accessed in a searchable format in lieu of the actual material. If other data was considered but not used,
please explain why that data was determined not to be acceptable.
There is no data, as defined under section (3) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S.
which this rulemaking is based.

§ 745.3), upon

(29) Include a schedule for review of the regulation including:
Final-Omitted

A. The length of the public comment period:

N/A

B. The date or dates on which any public meetings or hearings
will be held:

Held November 20, 2019

C. The expected date of delivery of the final-form regulation:

4th

—

quarter- 2019

D. The expected effective date of the final-form regulation:

Upon final publication

E. The expected date by which compliance with the final-form
regulation will be required:

Upon final publication

F. The expected date by which required permits, licenses or other
approvals must be obtained:

Ongoing

(30) Describe the plan developed for evaluating the continuing effectiveness of the regulations after its
implementation.
No formal review schedule has been established. Instead, the Board consistently reviews its regulations
and proposes amendments as the need arises.
7
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PGCB Version #3.6

%:

%:

What is the rate of progression for the progressive meter used for the
Sad Beat Progressive Wager?
What is the rate of progression for the secondary seed used for the
Bad Seat Progressive Wager?

.13U)(2)

b.?(e)

PGCB Approval Dale:

What pay table do you use to payout winning Top] wagers?

What pay table do you use to payout winning Three Card Poker
wagers?
Do you offer the optional wager of Top 3 Wager (must offer the Three
Card Poker Wager)?

.13(k)
b.7(a)

Do you offer the optional wager of Three Card Poker Wager?

.6(efl9)

Initial(s):
Reset(S):

-

Payout Table:

Yes:

Payout Table:

Yes:

Yes:

Does the ptayer win if the total point count of the players hand is20
irrespective of the total point count of the dealers hand?

.7(o)(1)(i)

What are the initial and reset amounts for the Bad Beat Progressive
meter? (must be at least $5,000)

Yes:

Do you also offer players the Lucky Player Bonus?

Yes:

Yes:

Payout Table:

Yes:

Yes:

Do you offer players the optional wager of Bad Beat Progressive
Wager?

What pay lable do you use to payout winning Bet the Set 21 wagers?
Do you offer players the optional wager of the Kings Bounty?

Do you offer players the optional wager of Bet the Set 21?

(yes,
Do you also offer players the Magic Card Bonus?

.6(e)(8)

.Bje)(6)

.13(g)

.6(e115)

Rules Submission
Blackjack-SB PA Code Chapter 633a

No:

No:

No:

No:

No:

No:

No:

No:

Page 2 of 6

PGCB Version #3.6

If yes,
What is the rate of progression for the progressive meter used for the
Hit and Run Progressive Wagers?

.13(1112)

.6(f)

.6(o)(12)
.7(g)

#:

What is the total number of boxes on which a player may place a
wager in one round of play?

PGCB Approval Date:

Yes:

If yes, specify the portion of the winning House Wager payout.
Do you allow players to wager on more than one adjacent box?

No:

No:

OR
Do you permit a player to add a specified portion of the winning House
Yes:
Wager payout to the player’s odginial blackjack wager?
Portion:

No:

Yes:

Do you offer the optional wager of House Money Wager?
Do you permit a player to add all of the winning House Wager payout
to the players original blackjack wager?

No:

Initial(s):
Reset(S):_____________
Yes:

What are the initial and reset amounts for the Straight Jack
Progressive meter? (must be at least $5,000)

%:

%:

If yes.
What is the rate of progression for the progressive meter used for the
Straight Jack Progressive Wager?

.13(m)(2)

What is the rate pf progression for the secondary seed used for the
Straight Jack Progressive Wager?

No:

Yes:

Do you after the optional wager of Straight Jack Progressive Wager?

.6(e)(l1)

Na:

Initial(s):
Reset(s):___________

%:

%:

Yes:

What are the initial and reset amounts for the Hit and Run Progressive
meter? (must be at least $1,000)

What is the rate of progression for the secondary seed used for the Hit
and Run Progressive Wager?

Do you offer the optional wager of Hit and Run Progressive Wager?

.6(e)(10)

Rules Submission
Blackjack-SB PA Code Chapter S33a
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PGCB Version # 36

•

Yes:

Do you offer the Royal Match 21 Wager?

b.5(x)

Yes:

Payout Table:
No:
Yes:

Do you offer the Kings Bounty Wager?
What pay table do you use to payout winning Kings Bounty wagers?
Do you oiler Super 4 Progressive Wager (must be offered using at
least 6 decks of cards)?

b.5(x)
.13(h)
b.6

%:

What is the rate of progression for the secondazy seed used for the
Super 4 Progressive Wager?

PGCB Approval Date:

What are the initial and reset amounts for the Super 4 Progressive
meter? (must be at least $10000 for $1 or $50,000 for $5)

%:

Initial(s):
Reset(S):

Payout Table:

Yes:

What is the rate of progression for the progressive meter used for the
Super 4 Progressive Wagers?

What payout table do you use to payout winning Super 4 Progressive
wagers?

Are you linking Blackjack tables to a single-table type progressive
(Example: linking to Blackjack tables only)?

$1:

Payout Table:

What pay table do you use to payout winning Bet the Set wagers?

.13(g)

If yes.
What is the required bet for a Super 4 Progressive Wager? (Must be
the same for all linked progressive tables)

Yes:

Do you offer the Bet The Set Wager?

b.5(x)

No:

55:

No:

Payout Table:
No:

No:

No:

What pay table do you use to payout winning Royal Match 21 wagers?

•

No:

Yes:

If yes:
Do you offer the Buzzer Beater Wager?

b.5(m)

.13(f)

No:

Yes:

Is the Switch Hands Wager optional or required?
Do you offer Blackjack on a Hybrid Gaming Table?

b.4(k)
b.5

Optional

Yes:

If yes:
Do you offer to pay a tie Blackjack wager at odds oil to 2

No:

b.4Q)(ll)

No:

Yes:
Payout Table:
Yes:

Do you oiler Perfect Pairs Wager?
What pay table do you use to payout the Perfect Pairs Wagers?
Do you offer Switch Hands Wager?

b.1(c)
b.1 (e)
1,4(c)

Rules Submission
Blackjack-58 PA Code Chapter 633a

Required
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FINAL-OMIUED RULEMAKING
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
58 PA. CODE
SUBPART K. TABLE GAMES
EOla, 603a, 605a, 613a, 617a, 619a, 621a, 623a, E25a, 627a,
633a, 635a, 637a, 639a, 641a, 643a, 645a, 647a, 649a, 651a,

629a,
653a,

631a,
655a,

657a,
675a,

673a,
685a,

674a,
686a,

659a,
676a,

EEla, 663a, 665a,
677a, 678a, 679a,

668a, 669a, 670a,
680a, EBla, 682a,
687a, 688a

671a, 672a,
683a, 684a,

FINAL-OMITTED REGULATIONS

125—228
PENNSYLVANIA GAMING CONTROL BOARD

58 PA. CODE CH. 601a, 603a, 605a, 613a, 617a, 619a, 621a, 623a,
625a, 627a, 629a, 631a, 633a, 635a, 637a, 639a, 641a, 643a,
645a, 647a, 649a, 651a, 653a, 655a, 657a, 659a, 661a, 663a,
665a, 668a, 669a, 670a, 671a, 672a, 673a, 674a, 675a, 676a,
677a, 678a, 679a, 680a, 68la, 682a, 683a, 684a, 685a, 686a,
687a, 688a
General Table Games Provisions; Table Game Equipment; Electronic
Table Games; Gaming Related Gaming Service Providers; Table Game
Rules of Play

The Pennsylvania Gamma Control Board (Board), under the general
authority in 4 Pa.C.S. § 1202(b) (30) (relating to general and
specific Dowers) and the specific authority in 4 Pa.C.S. §
13A02(l) and (2), proposes to amend Chapters GOla, 603a, 605a,
613a, delete in entirety Chapters 617a, 6l9a, 621a, 623a, 625a,
627a, 629a, 631a, 633a, 635a, 637a, 639a, 641a, 643a, 645a,
647a, 649a, 651a, 653a, 655a, 657a, 659a, 661a, 663a, 665a,
668a, 669a, 670a, 671a, 672a, 673a, 674a, 675a, 676a, 677a,
678a, 679a, 680a, 661a, 682a, 683a, 684a, and rescind the
proposed rulenakings set forth previously as 685a, 686a, 687a,
and 688a, with all amended, deleted, and rescinded text to read
as set forth in Annex A.
Purpose of the Rulemaking

This Final-Omitted rulemaking will make changes to the Board’s
policies and procedures for the approval of table games rules of
play and wagering for new games and new features of existing
games. The basic rules of the table games are created by the
game manufacturers.
The Board reviews the game and rules
submitted and approves the offering of the game as appropriate
for the public.
These new policies and procedures will allow
more flexibility to make changes to existing games and
streamline the process for new games to be offered in licensed
facilities in the Commonwealth to effect a more efficient,
timely process.

1

Explanation

Chapter 601a

(relating to General Table Games Provisions)

Chapter 601a has been re-ordered to make more logical sense for
the regulated community and alter the process for new table game
rules, and a section has been deleted. The new order and numbering
of the sections are as follows:
Request to offer a new table game or new feature for an
§ 601a.2
existing table game:
This was previously § 601a.4, but makes more
sense to logically to be the first substantive subsection, as this
is the first step in a table game being made available for play in
Pennsylvania.
—

Approval of table game rules of play; notice of table
§ 601a.3
game rules of play:
This is an entirely new section that outlines
the new procedure for the Board’s approval of the rules of play
and wagering for a new table game or feature to an existing table
game, whereas past practice had the rules adopted and published as
regulations.
—

Table game rules submissions:
This was previously §
§ EOla.4
601a.2, but makes more sense logically to be moved here, as this
dictates what a casino must do to offer a game once it has been
approved by the Board.
—

Waiver of existing table games rules of play and
§ 601a.5
wagering:
This section is being deleted.
As the process to amend
games and add features or wagers is more streamlined and efficient,
there is no longer a need for a process to seek a waiver of the
table game rules of play.
—

Chapters 603a, 605a, and 613a (relating to Table Game Equipment,
Electronic
Table
Games,
and
Gaming Related Gaming
Service
Providers)
The only amendments in these Chapters are to correct crossreferences to provisions in Chapter 6Ola that have been renumbered.
Chapters 6l7a, 619a, E2la, 623a, 625a, 627a, 629a, 63la, 633a,
635a, 637a, 639a, 641a, 643a, 645a, 647a, 649a, 651a, 653a, 655a,
657a, 659a, 661a, 663a, 665a, 668a, 669a, 670a, 671a, 672a, 673a,
674a, 675a, 676a, 677a, 678a, 679a, 680a, 681a, 662a, 663a, and
684a (relating to numerous Table Games Rules of Play)
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These Chapters are the rules of play for table games that have
been previously adopted by the Board and implemented as final-form
rulemakings,
published
in
the
Pennsylvania
Bulletin
and
Pennsylvania Code. These table game rules of play are being deleted
in entirety, and the rules for each individual game will be
published on the Board’s website, as required by § 601a.3.
685a, 686a,
of Play)

687a,

and 688a

(relating to numerous Table Game Rules

These Chapters are the rules of play for table games that have
previously been adopted by the Board as proposed rulemakings and
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. These tables games rules
of play proposed rulemakings are being rescinded in entirety, and
the rules for each individual game will be published on the Board’s
website, as required by § 601a.3, with necessary changes made based
upon comments received during the general comment period and from
the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC)
Comment and Response Snmma zy

As this is a Final-Omitted Regulation package, no prior
notification or publication was made, and as such, no public
comment was received.
Fiscal Iract
Commonwealth. The Board does not expect that the provisions
contained in this rulemaking will have a fiscal impact on the
Board or any other Commonwealth agency. All new procedures will
be handled by existing Board staff.
Political Subdivisions.
This final-form rulemaking will have no
fiscal impact on political subdivisions of the Commonwealth.
Private Sector.
The amendments contained in this rulemaking
will provide more flexibility to get new table games and new
features of existing table games into licensed facilities
quicker.
General Public.
This final—form rulemaking will have no fiscal
impact on the general public.
Paperwork Requirements

If a certificate holder wishes to offer certain table games, the
certificate holder will be required to submit Rules Submission
3

form, and update the form with the Board should they wish to
change the rules or add new approved features. These forms are
available and submitted to Board staff electronically. Below is
the link that contains all table game rules submission forms:
http: //gamingcontrolboard.pa.gov/?p=l87
Effective Date

These final-omitted regulations will become effective upon
publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Regulatory Review

Under section 5.1(c) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. §
745.5a(c)), on November 21, 2019, the Board submitted a copy of
this Final—Omitted Regulations and a copy of the Regulatory
Analysis Form to the Independent Regulatory Review Commission
(IRRC), to the Chairpersons of the House Gaming Oversight
Committee and the senate Community, Economic and Recreational
Development Committee, and to the Attorney General for review.
Findings

The Board finds that compliance with the proposed rulemaking
procedures of the Commonwealth Documents Law (45 P.S. § 1201 and
1202) are impracticable and contrary to the public interest, as
comments from the public are not appropriate, necessary, or
beneficial. The amendments made by the Board to the effected
Chapters merely pertain to agency procedure and practice, and
are necessary and appropriate for the efficient administration
and oversight of gaming activities involving table games in the
Commonwealth.
Order

The Board,

acting under 4 Pa.C.S.

Part II,

orders that:

(1) The regulations of the Board, 58 PA. CODE CH. 6Qla,
605a, are 613a amended to read as set forth in Annex A.
(2)
633a,
653a,
671a,
681a,

603a,

Chapters 617a, 619a, 62la, 623a, 625a, 627a, 629a, 631a,
635a, 637a, 639a, 641a, 643a, 645a, 647a, 649a, 651a,
655a, 657a, 659a, 661a, 663a, 665a, 668a, 669a, 670a,
672a, 673a, 674a, 675a, 676a, 677a, 678a, 679a, ESOa,
682a, 683a, and 684a are deleted in entirety.
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(3) chapters 685a, 686a, 687a, and EBSa, previously adopted by
the Board as proposed rulemakings are rescinded in entirety.
(4) The chairman of the Board will submit this order and Annex
A to the Office of Attorney General for approval as to legality
as required by law.
(4) The chairman of the Board shall certify this order and
Annex A and deposit them with the Legislative Reference Bureau
as required by law.
(5) This order shall take effect upon publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.

David M. Barasch
chairman
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Annex A
TITLE 58.
PART VII.

RECREATION

GAMING CONTROL BOARD

Subpart K.

TABLE Gfl&ES

GENERAL TABLE GPNES PROVISIONS

CHAPTER 603.a.
Sec.
601a.1.
601a.2.

Definitions.
[Table games Rules Submissions.]

Request to offer a

new table game or new feature for an existing table game.
601a.3.

[Request to offer a new table game or new feature for

an existing table game.] Approval of table game rules of play;
notice of table game rules of play.
601a.4.

[Waiver of existing table game regulations.]

Table

games Rules Sutnissions.
601a.5.

Electronic,

electrical and mechanical devices

prohibited.
601a.6.

Minimum and maximum wagers;

additional wagering

requirements; payout odds.
EOla.7.

Rules of the games; notice.

EOla.B.

Patron access to the rules of the games; gaming

guides.
601a.9.
601a.lO.

Table game taxes and gross table game revenue.
Approval of table game layouts,

signage and

equipment.

1

*

§ EOla.2.

*

*

*

*

[Table games Rules Submissions.] Request to offer a

new table game or new feature for an existing table game.
[(a)

Prior to offering any table game authorized under

this subpart, which provides a certificate holder with options
for the conduct of the table game,

the certificate holder shall

submit and obtain approval of a Rules Submission which specifies
which options the certificate holder will use in the conduct of
the table game.
(b)

The initial Rules Submission for any table game and

any amendment to the Rules Submission shall be submitted
electronically to the Bureau of Gaming Operations using the
Internal Controls & Table Games Submission Form on the Board’s
web site at www.pgcb.pa.gov.
(c)

A certificate holder may implement the provisions in a

Rules Submission upon receipt of written notice of approval from
the Board’ s Executive Director or on the 15th calendar day
following the filing of the Rules Submission unless the
certificate holder receives written notice under subsection (d)
tolling the Rules Submission or written notice of disapproval
from the Board’s Executive Director.
(d)

If during the 15-day review period in subsection

(c),

the Bureau of Gaming Operations determines that a provision in
the Rules Submission is inconsistent with the regulations for
2

the conduct of that table game,

the Bureau of Gaming Operations,

by written notice to the certificate holder, will:
(1)

Specify the nature of the inconsistency and, when

possible, an acceptable alternative procedure.
(2)
subsection

Direct that the 15 calendar day review period in

(c) be tolled and that the Rules Submission not be

implemented until approved under subsection Ce)
(e)
subsection

When a Rules Submission has been toiled under
(d),

the certificate holder may submit a revised

Rules Submission within 15 days of receipt of the written notice
from the Bureau of Gaming Operations. The certificate holder may
implement the revised Rules Submission upon receipt of written
notice of approval from the Board’ s Executive Director or on the
15th calendar day following the filing of the revised Rule
Submission unless the certificate holder receives written notice
under subsection

(d)

tolling the revised Rules Submission or

written notice of disapproval from the Board’ s Executive
Director.
(f)

The current version of each Rules Submission of a

certificate holder shall be maintained and made available in
electronic font through secure computer access to the internal
audit and surveillance departments of the certificate holder and
the Board’ s casino compliance representatives and other Board

3

employees. Each page of the Rules Submission must indicate the
date on which it was approved by the Board’s Executive Director.
(g)

A certificate holder shall maintain a copy, either in

paper or electronic form, of any superseded Rules Submission for
a minimum of 5 years.]
(a)

A manufacturer, gaming related gaming service provider

or a certificate holder that desires to offer a new table game
or offer a new wager, paytable or feature as part of a table
game authorized by the Board shall file a written request with
the Board’s Executive Director. The request must contain, at a

minimum:
(1)

A detailed description of the table game or

feature including the rules of play and wagering that would be
used for the new table game or feature. In addition, the
manufacturer, gaming related gaming service provider or
certificate holder shall:
(i)

Indicate whether the game is a variation of

an authorized game, a composite of authorized games or a new
game.
(ii)

Provide the true odds, the payout odds and

the house advantage for each wager.
(iii)
layout,

Provide a sketch or picture of the game

if any.

il

Provide sketches or pictures of the

(iv)

equipment used to play the game.
(v)

If applicable, provide a certification of

the new table game or a new wager, paytable or feature as part
of a table game from a licensed private testing and
certification facility in accordance with §
(2)

13A41 (b. 1).

The reason why the new table game or feature is

being proposed and, if the request is not filed by a certificate
holder,

the name of the certificate holder that is currently

interested in offering the new table game or feature.
(3)

A list of other gaming jurisdictions where the

new table game or feature is currently being offered.
(4)

Whether the game, its name or any of the

equipment used to play the game is covered by any copyrights,
trademarks or patents, either issued or pending.
(b)

In addition to filing a request with the Executive

Director, manufacturer, gaming related gaming service provider
or certificate holder shall submit the new table game, new wager
or feature to the Bureau of Gaming Laboratory Operations for its
review in accordance with §

461a.4

(relating to submission for

testing and approval).
(c)

Following testing by the Bureau of Gaming Laboratory

Operations, the Executive Director will notify the manufacturer,
gaming related gaming service provider or certificate holder, in
5

accordance with §

461a.4,

that the new table game, new wager or

feature has been verified by the Gaming Laboratory for
compliance and will be presented to the Board for approval
pursuant to §

§ EOla.3.

601a.3.

[Request to offer a new table game or new feature for

an existing game.] Approval of table game rules of play; notice
of table game rules of play.
(a) Following approval or approval with conditions of a new
table game or new feature for an existing table game by the
Executive Director under § 601a.2(c)

(relating to request to

offer a new table game or new feature for an existing table
game),

the rules of play and wagering that will be used for the

new table game or feature shall be presented at a public meeting
of the Board for preliminary approval for publication.
(b)

The rules of play and wagering for a table game or new

feature for an existing table game may include the following:
(1) Definitions.
(2)

Requirements for the table layout and physical

characteristics of the game.
(3) Description of the devices used for the play of
the game or new feature,

such as cards, dice, or other devices.

(4) Procedures for the opening of a table for play.
(5)

Types of wagers that may be placed by the player,

including bonus wagers.
6

(6)

Procedures for the shuffle and dealing of cards or

other means for beginning a round of play of the game.
(7)

Procedures for the completion of the round of play

of the game.
(8)

Payout odds for wagers.

(9)

Procedures for game irreg-ularities that may occur

before or during the round of play.
(10) Any other rules or procedures the Board deems
necessary to facilitate the play of the game or new feature.
(c) Following preliminary approval for publication of the
rules of play and wagering by the Board at a public meeting, the
rules of play and wagering for the new table game or feature
shall be posted on the Board’s website for a period of 30 days
for public comment.
Cd) After the rules of play and wagering that will be used
for the new table game or feature have been posted on the
Board’s website for 30 days,

the Board will address the rules of

play and wagering at the next scheduled public meeting for final
approval for publication.
(e)

Following final approval for publication of the rules

of play and wagering that will be used for the new game or
feature, the Board will publish a Notice in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin containing the rules of play and wagering.
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(f) Following publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, the
approved rules of play and wagering that will be used for the
table game or new feature for an existing table game shall be
posted on the Board’s website.
(g)

Prior to a table games certificate holder offering for

play a table game or new feature of an existing table game, the
table games certificate holder shall submit to the Board a Rules
Submission required under § 601a.4
Rules Submissions)

and submit all necessary documentation for

approval required in §
game layouts,
(h)

(relating to table games

6lOa.1O

(relating to approval of table

signage and equipment)

Following the approval of the Rules Submission under §

601a.4 and the approval of the game layout,
equipment under §

signage and

GlOa.lO, a certificate holder may offer the

table game in accordance with the approved Rules Submission and
the rules of play and wagering posted on the Board’s website.
(i) All rules of play and wagering for existing table games
or features therein that were previously approved by the Board
and published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin or on the Board’s
website prior to the effective date of this subsection shall be
deemed approved and shall be posted on the Board’s website as
required by subsection (f)
§ GOla.4.

[Waiver of existing table game regulations.]

Table

games Rules Submissions.
8

[(a) A certificate holder that desires to conduct a table
game in a manner that is inconsistent with the approved rules of
play and wagering for that game shall file a petition in
accordance with §

493a.4

(relating to petitions generally)

seeking approval of the Board. The petition must contain, at a
minimum:
(1)

A detailed description of the modification to the

table game.
(2)

The reason why the modification to the table game

is being requested.
(3)

A list of other gaming jurisdictions where the

modification to the table game is currently being used.
(b)

Notwithstanding subsection (a), a certificate holder

that desires to offer an authorized table game on an electronic
gaming table in a manner that is inconsistent with the rules of
play and wagering for that game but does not affect the outcome
of play shall file a written request seeking approval of the
Board’s Executive Director. The request must contain a detailed
description of how the authorized table game played on an
electronic gaming table varies from the rules of play and
wagering for that game. An approval to conduct the table game in
a manner that is inconsistent with the rules of play and
wagering for that game will be limited to only those variations
approved by the Board’s Executive Director. Any subsequent
9

alterations to the table game that are inconsistent with the
rules of play and wagering for that game will require submission
of an additional written request to the Board’ s Executive
Director or a petition to the Board in accordance with

subsection (a).]
(a)

Prior to offering any table game authorized by the

Board, which provides a certificate holder with options for the
conduct of the table game,

the certificate holder shall submit

and obtain approval of a Rules Submission which specifies which
options the certificate holder will use in the conduct of the
table game.
(b)

The initial Rules Submission for any table game and any

amendment to the Rules Submission shall be submitted
electronically to the Bureau of Gaming Operations using the
Table Games Rules Submission Request Form on the Board’s web
site.
(c)

A certificate holder may implement the provisions in a

Rules Submission upon receipt of written notice of approval from
the Board’ s Executive Director or on the 15th calendar day
following the filing of the Rules Submission unless the
certificate holder receives written notice under subsection

(d)

tolling the Rules Submission or written notice of disapproval
from the Board’s Executive Director.
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(d)

If during the 15-day review period in subsection (c),

the Bureau of Gaining Operations determines that a provision in
the Rules Submission is inconsistent with the approved rules of
play and wagering for the conduct of that table game, the Bureau
of Gaming Operations, by written notice to the certificate
holder, will:
(1)

Specify the nature of the inconsistency and, when

possible, an acceptable alternative procedure.
Direct that the 15 calendar day review period in

(2)
subsection

(c) be tolled and that the Rules Submission not be

implemented until approved under subsection

(e)

When a Rules Submission has been tolled under

(e)
subsection

Cd)

,

the certificate holder may submit a revised

Rules Submission within 15 days of receipt of the written notice
from the Bureau of Gaming Operations. The certificate holder may
implement the revised Rules Submission upon receipt of written
notice of approval from the Board’s Executive Director or on the
15th calendar day following the filing of the revised Rules
Submission unless the certificate holder receives written notice
under subsection (d)

tolling the revised Rules Submission or

written notice of disapproval from the Board’s Executive
Director.
(f)

The current version of each Rules Submission of a

certificate holder shall be maintained and made available in
11

electronic form through secure computer access to the internal
audit and surveillance departments of the certificate holder and
the Board’ s casino compliance representatives and other Board
employees. Each page of the Rules Submission must indicate the
date on which it was approved by the Board’s Executive Director.
(g) A certificate holder shall maintain a copy, either in
paper or electronic form, of any superseded Rules Submission for
a minimum of 5 years.
*

*

*

*

*

§ EOla.6. Minimum and maximum wagers; additional wagering
requirements; payout odds.

(d)

Nothing in this section precludes a certificate holder

from establishing additional wagering requirements that are
consistent with the rules of the game,

such as a requirement

that wagers be made in specified increments, provided that the
wagering requirements are specified in the rules of the game or
in the certificate holder’s Rule Submission under [
EOla.4

6Ola.2] §

(relating to table games Rules Submissions)
*

*

*

*

*

§ 601a.7. Rules of the games; notice.
(b)

Except as provided in subsection Cc)

,

a certificate

holder may not change the rules under which a particular table
game is being operated unless the certificate holder files and
receives approval of an amendment to its Rules Submission under
12

[

601a.2]

EOla.4

§

(relating to table games Rules

Submissions)
*

*

CHAPTER 603a.
*

*

*

*

*

TABtE GANE EQUIPNT
*

*

*

§ 603a.lO. Permissible wagering; exchange and redemption of
gaming chips and plaques.

A certificate holder shall have the discretion to

(g)
permit,

limit or prohibit the use of value chips in gaming at

Roulette in accordance with its Rules Submission submitted under
[

601a.2J

Submissions)

601a.4

§
.

(relating to table games Rules

When value chips are in use at Roulette,

it shall

be the responsibility of the certificate holder and its
employees to keep accurate account of the wagers being made with
value chips so that the wagers made by one player are not
confused with the wagers made by another player at the table.
*

*

*

*

*

CHAPTER 605a. ELECTRONIC GndING TABLES
§ 605a.7.

Progressive table games.
*

(e)

*

*

*

*

A certificate holder that offers progressive jackpots:
(1)

May not place a limit or cap on the progressive

jackpot amount.
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(2)

May not offer more than one progressive jackpot

on the same table game.
(3)
progressive,

Shall require that on any table with a linked
the same progressive wager amount be invested to

entitle the player a chance at winning the progressive jackpot.
The progressive wager amount required may not be changed unless
the certificate holder updates its Rules Submission in
accordance with [

EOla.2] §

(relating to table games

601a.4

Rules Submissions)
(4)
§

Shall submit internal controls in accordance with

•465a.2 specifying how the licensee will reconcile

simultaneous or multiple progressive meter wins from the same
progressive meter.
(5)

May not remove a progressive jackpot from the

gaming floor without written approval from the Board’ s Executive
Director.

-

§ 605a.8. Linked progressive table games.
*

(g)

*

*

*

*

Two or more table games within the same licensed

facility that are linked to a common progressive meter for the
purpose of offering a shared progressive jackpot must:
(1)

Have the same probability of hitting the

combination that will award the progressive jackpot as every
other table game linked to the common progressive meter.
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(2)

Require that the same progressive wager amount be

invested to entitle the player a chance at winning the
progressive jackpot.

Progressive wager amounts may not be

changed unless the certificate holder updates its Rules
Submission in accordance with t@

601a.2] §

601a.4

(relating to

table games Rules Submissions)
*

*

*

*

*

GAMING BELATED SERVICE PROVIDERS

CHAPTER 613a.

§ 613a. 7. Requirements for use of a gaming related gaming
service provider.
Prior to use of a gaming related service by a certificate

holder the following must occur:
*

(3)

*

*

*

*

The certificate holder shall make a written request to

the Board’s Executive Director and receive written approval for

use of the new gaming related service in accordance with

[

601a.3] §

601a.2

(relating to request to offer a new table

game or new feature for an existing table game)
*

*

*

*

*

[CHAPTER 617a. ROULETTE

Sec.
617a.1.

Roulette ball; Roulette wheel and table; physical

characteristics; double zero Roulette wheel used as a single
zero Roulette wheel.
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